Abstract. It is argued that main conclusion of ref.
As it was shown in our paper [1] , wide class of flat inflationary cosmological models in gauge theories of gravitation (GTG) has bouncing character. This means that main conclusion of ref. [2] can not be valid. In comments [3] the author tried to argue the validity of his conclusion. Below we will show that comments [3] as well as the obtaining of main result in ref. [2] are based on misunderstanding.
The conclusion of ref. [2] is based on analysis of phase diagrams for scalar field on the plane P (φ,φ). According to [2] phase trajectories reach the bounds L ± of region for admissible values (φ,φ) on the plane P by compression stage and they originate in points of L ± by expansion stage. The bounds L ± are determined by relation Z = 0, and cosmological equations of GTG are satisfied if Z = 0. Because the bounds are not limited on the plane P and tend to infinity, cosmological solutions according to [2] are singular in the past or in the future. The Hubble parameter H expressed from cosmological equation is used for obtaining phase trajectories. The Hubble parameter is given by roots of square equation, and there are two expressions H ± corresponding to roots with sign "+" and sign "−". Such situation is like to that of GR, where there are also two roots, one from which H + is positive and corresponds to expansion and the second root H − < 0 corresponds to compression. Like GR, in ref. [2] one supposes that in GTG H + corresponds to expansion and H − corresponds to compression 1 . However, this supposition is incorrect by analysis of cosmological solutions in the region between bounce curves on the plane P (where cosmological solutions were analyzed in ref. [1] ), because the values of H + and H − are sign-variable in this region. Both H + and H − can describe the expansion stage (H + > 0, H − > 0) as well as the compression stage (H + < 0, H − < 0) in dependence on its sign. By given initial conditions for scalar field we will have different phase trajectories by using H + and H − . If the Hubble parameter H + (H − ) is used, all phase trajectories reaching the bounce curves in quadrants 1 and 3 (2 and 4) on the plane P correspond to regular bouncing solutions. This follows from condition H = 0 for points of bounce curves. As result phase diagrams and conclusions obtained from its analysis in [2, 3] are incorrect. By taking into account the scale of using numbers note, it's unlikely numerical analysis is reliable instrument for investigation of discussed problem.
